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Surface and sub-surface ocean temperature observations collected by sea turtles (ST)
during the first phase (Jan 2019–April 2020) of the Sea Turtle for Ocean Research
and Monitoring (STORM) project are compared against in-situ and satellite temperature
measurements, and later relied upon to assess the performance of the Glo12 operational
ocean model over the west tropical Indian Ocean. The evaluation of temperature
profiles collected by STs against collocated ARGO drifter measurements show good
agreement at all sample depths (0–250 m). Comparisons against various operational
satellite sea surface temperature (SST) products indicate a slight overestimation of
ST-borne temperature observations of ∼0.1◦ ±◦ 0.6◦ that is nevertheless consistent
with expected uncertainties on satellite-derived SST data. Comparisons of ST-borne
surface and subsurface temperature observations against Glo12 temperature forecasts
demonstrate the good performance of the model surface and subsurface (<50 m)
temperature predictions in the West tropical Indian Ocean, with mean bias (resp. RMS)
in the range of 0.2◦ (resp. 0.5–1.5◦ ). At deeper depths (>50 m), the model is, however,
shown to significantly underestimate ocean temperatures as already noticed from global
evaluation scores performed operationally at the basin scale. The distribution of model
errors also shows significant spatial and temporal variability in the first 50 m of the ocean,
which will be further investigated in the next phases of the STORM project.
Keywords: biologging, ocean modeling, satellite observation, AniBOS, SCTR, sea turtles, tropical Indian Ocean

INTRODUCTION
Because sea temperature has a strong influence on climate dynamics and global transport of ocean
water masses, knowledge and observation of this parameter is fundamental to achieve realistic
forecasts and simulations of the coupled ocean-atmosphere system at all spatial and temporal
scales. In particular, sea surface temperature (SST) is an essential parameter in meteorology and
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to the collection of ocean observations. In this regard,
animal-borne observations do not only provide unique and
essential ocean data, but also have a positive impact on
empowerment. Among the numerous marine candidate species
available, air-breathing diving predators such as elephant seals
(Cazau et al., 2017) have been considered the most attractive
animals so far because of their mobility (wide migration),
their large size (allowing them to be equipped with accurate
geolocation and environmental sensors), and their ability to
dive deep and frequently in the ocean (to collect numerous
hydrographic profiles). Observations collected by elephant
seals have been distributed for many years by the French
Observation Service Mammifères marins Echantillonneurs du
Milieu Océanique (MEMO), which subsequently joined the
international consortium Marine Mammals Exploring the Oceans
Pole to Pole (MEOP, Roquet et al., 2014). These data are regularly
exploited by MERCATOR-Ocean, the United Kingdom METOffice and the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather
Forecasts (ECMWF) to improve ocean forecasting (through data
assimilation) and monitor the state of the oceans, particularly in
the polar gyres (Roquet et al., 2013). A drawback of this wellknown biologging application is that elephant seals only evolve
in high latitude areas, which excludes the possibility of making
such measurements in tropical or mid-latitude regions. Another
limitation, which nevertheless applies to all marine animals, is
that collected measurements are solely made on the basis of
the animals’ journeys and cannot be precisely based on preplanned sampling strategies. This drawback can nevertheless be
overcome by increasing the number of equipped animals in order
to maximize the chances of sampling a given area.
The use of other marine animal species for collecting ocean
data is attracting increasing interest from the international
scientific community. For example, March et al. (2020) have
recently explored the possibility of integrating measurements
made by various marine animals (e.g., fish, cetaceans, turtles,
penguins, etc.) into global ocean observing networks. While
elephant seals, and more generally pinnipeds, appear to be
well-suited to sample high latitude oceans, sea turtles (ST)
also emerge as very good candidates to sample low- to midlatitude oceanic areas.
The deployment of Argos tags on ST is a common and
well-controlled procedure that has been used for more than
20 years to track the movements of all ST species worldwide
(Godley et al., 2008). Satellite tracking is particularly well-suited
to study key stages in the life cycle of these animals, knowledge
of which is essential to improve their conservation (Jeffers and
Godley, 2016). However, the use of ST to collect environmental
ocean data is relatively recent. Although a first experiment was
conducted in the North Atlantic as early as 2003 by McMahon
et al. (2005), this approach was neglected for a while before
being recently revived in three recent studies taking advantage
of new advances in satellite telemetry and sensor miniaturization.
Patel et al. (2018) used temperature measurements collected by
loggerheads (Caretta caretta) to sample the ocean structure in a
highly stratified region of the North-Eastern US continental shelf
(Atlantic Ocean), while Miyazawa et al. (2019) and Doi et al.
(2019) evaluated the benefits of assimilating temperature data

oceanography, especially in tropical regions, where it plays a
major role in the formation of tropical low-pressure systems, and
more generally, ocean-atmosphere interactions.
In recent decades, the international community has developed
the Global Ocean Observing System (GOOS, Zhang et al., 2009),
which has subsequently been integrated into the Global Climate
Observing System (GCOS). Resulting satellite measurements
have significantly improved the space-time coverage of ocean
observations, contributing to the reduction of sampling and
other random errors in sea surface temperature (SST) analyses.
However, these measurements remain subject to significant biases
that need to be corrected by drifting or moored buoys to
minimize systematic errors in data analyses (Zhang et al., 2006).
In the equatorial zone, the Research Moored Array for
African-Asian-Australian Monsoon Analysis and Prediction
(RAMA) network (McPhaden et al., 2009), which comprises
about 40 moored buoys spread along the tropical belt, is a key
element of the GOOS observing system. RAMA buoys effectively
complement the network of surface drifting buoys deployed in
the tropics by collecting temperature and salinity measurements
down to 500 m depth. The advent, in the early 2000s, of
the Argo profiling network (Davis et al., 2001), consisting of
drifting bathymetric sounders that routinely descend to 2,000
m, is another major step forward in sampling the surface and
subsurface properties of the oceans worldwide. With more than
3,800 systems from 30 different contributing countries as of July
2020, the ARGO network has thus become not only the world’s
main source of knowledge for oceanographic studies, but also the
main source of data for calibrating and verifying temperature,
salinity and velocity fields derived from satellite observations and
numerical ocean model predictions.
Although the ARGO and RAMA networks have significantly
improved the density and quality of measurements in the tropical
oceans, their coverage is not uniform and not always optimized
for short- and medium-term applications. The sampling
frequency of ARGO drifters (1 profile every 10 days on average)
is, for instance, rather low and the spatial resolution of the
RAMA network (5–15◦ zonal resolution) is quite loose, especially
in the Southwest Indian Ocean (SWIO). With the continued
deployment of new drifters, mooring buoys and satellite missions,
the coverage of ocean observations is nevertheless expected to
further improve considerably in the coming years. However,
because of the extensive development and maintenance costs
associated with such programs, researchers have also been
considering new measurement capabilities to improve and
complement existing observing networks at lower cost.
An appealing alternative for collecting oceanic data over
periods ranging from a few days to several years is to use
marine animals equipped with biologgers (aka bio-logging), that
is electronic tags equipped with various environmental sensors.
Animal-borne systems are indeed relatively inexpensive to
operate compared to conventional observation systems (gliders,
ARGO floats, ships). They can be deployed worldwide with
limited human resources and therefore, used to extend ocean
observations to remote and hard-to-reach areas. Furthermore,
bio-logging also provides countries with limited human and
financial resources the opportunity to contribute significantly
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collected by loggerhead and Olive Ridley (Lepidochelys olivacea)
STs to improve regional ocean predictions in the Pacific Ocean.
In the tropical Indian Ocean, ST measurements were initiated
in January 2019 as part of the INTERREG-V Indian Ocean 2014–
2020 research project “ReNovRisk-Cyclones,” with the aim of
assessing the relevance of such observations for ocean monitoring
and modeling in the Southwest Indian Ocean (SWIO). During
this experiment, conducted by Laboratory of Atmosphere and
Cyclones (LACy), Centre d’Etude et de Découverte des Tortues
Marines (CEDTM) and Kelonia, the Marine Turtle Observatory
of Reunion Island, a dozen of rehabilitated loggerhead and
Olive Ridley STs were equipped with Argos tags integrating
TD (temperature/depth) sensors, before being released from
Reunion Island. The preliminary results obtained during this
experiment, presented hereafter, have confirmed the potential of
this approach for oceanic studies, and led to the creation of the
international research program “Sea Turtle for Ocean Research
and Monitoring” (STORM).
The SWIO is home of significant cyclonic activity that
regularly, and often dramatically, affects the inhabitants along
the East African coast as well as over small (e.g., Reunion,
Mauritius, Seychelles) and large (e.g., Madagascar) islands of this
region. This basin, the second to third most active ocean basin
in terms of cyclonic activity (Mavume et al., 2008; Matyas, 2015;
Leroux et al., 2018), accounts for ∼10–12% of the global cyclonic
activity, with an average of 10.5 storms per year. Although the
conditions required for tropical cyclogenesis to occur are more
or less the same in all ocean basins, the specific environments
in which pre-existing perturbations evolve into warm-core
cyclonic circulations can be locally very different due to the
influence of large-scale climate anomalies (e.g., El Niño Southern
Oscillation, Indian Ocean Dipole) and intra-seasonal variability
(e.g., Madden Julian Oscillation). In this respect, the SWIO is
one of the regions of the world where intra-seasonal atmospheric
variability is associated with the strongest oceanic response and
vice versa. The high prevalence of ocean-atmosphere interactions
in this region is mainly related to the unique thermocline
structure in the Seychelles-Chagos region (55–70◦ E, 5–15◦ S).
In this area, also known as the Seychelles-Chagos Thermocline
Ridge (SCTR), the thermocline is indeed particularly shallow
(Hermes and Reason, 2008, 2009; Yokoi et al., 2008), which
both favors strong SST response to atmospheric perturbations
(Vialard et al., 2008) and modulates the ocean heat content that
partly determines the spatial distribution of tropical cyclones
(Xie et al., 2002).
Although the advent of coupled ocean-atmosphere models
is a major achievement in improving TC forecasts on all time
scales (e.g., Eyring et al., 2016; Vitart et al., 2017; Bousquet
et al., 2020), these systems nevertheless constantly require new
observations to constrain and evaluate the performance of their
atmospheric and oceanic components. In this respect, the main
objectives of the STORM project are twofold: (i) to document the
ability of instrumented STs to sample the state of the Western
Tropical Indian Ocean at high space-time resolution, and (ii)
to evaluate the use of these datasets to assess and improve the
performance of numerical ocean models, with emphasis on shortand medium-term time scales. From a biological perspective,
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STORM also aims to address key gaps in the spatial ecology of STs
in the Western Indian Ocean, such as habitat characterization,
assessment of adult migration routes and juvenile dispersal
schemes, among others.
In this study, ∼115,000 temperature observations collected
by loggerhead and Olive Ridley STs released from Reunion
Island (55.28◦ E; 21.15◦ S) are compared to conventional ocean
temperature datasets (ARGO, satellites), and used as an
independent observational source to evaluate ocean model
temperature forecasts. The paper is organized as follows:
Section “Sea Turtle Observations” describes the data collection
procedures, processing methods and spatial distribution of
observations collected during the preliminary phase of STORM
(January 2019–April 2020). The accuracy of temperature
observations collected by STs is assessed in section “Evaluation
of Sea Turtle Temperature Measurements” through comparisons
with in situ (ARGO) in-depth data and satellite-derived SST
datasets. In section “Evaluation of GLO12 Temperature Forecasts
in the Tropical Western Indian Ocean,” surface and subsurface
ST-borne observations are used to evaluate temperature fields
simulated by the Ocean General Circulation Model (OGCM)
“Glo12” (Lellouche et al., 2018) of the Copernicus Marine
Environment Monitoring Service (CMEMS) in the western
tropical Indian Ocean. Finally, section “Conclusions, Discussion,
and Perspectives” describes the upcoming extension of STORM
to the whole SWIO basin and discusses further applications to be
carried out in the next phases of this research program.

SEA TURTLE OBSERVATIONS
Capture
All sea turtles equipped in this study are juvenile specimens that
were accidentally hooked by longliners in the vicinity of Reunion
Island. In addition to hooking, the main sources of injury are
caused by boat propellers, plastic ingestion or entanglement in
large pieces of plastic (Hoareau et al., 2014; Ciccione et al.,
2015). All but one of the animals considered in this study were
transferred to the Kelonia care center (55.28◦ E; 21.15◦ S) to be
healed and rehabilitated as part of a partnership program between
Kelonia and fishermen (Ciccione and Bourjea, 2010; Dalleau
et al., 2014). Throughout the care process, which can range from a
few weeks to several years for the most severely affected animals,
ST health is regularly assessed through biological analyses, and
their growth (weight, size) is monitored until the veterinarians
decide on their release. The group of animals used in this study
consists of 9 loggerhead and two Olive Ridley sea turtles whose
morphometrics are given in Table 1.
All animals were considered juveniles, except for the
loggerhead called “FIFI,” which was assumed to be a sexually
mature male at the time of release. The average individual
curved carapace length (CCL) for loggerhead (resp. Olive Ridley)
was 70.8 ± 8.9 cm (resp. 58.5 ± 3 cm) and the average
weight was 62.35 ± 21.7 kg (resp. 37.4 ± 6 kg). All STs were
instrumented at Kelonia and released from Reunion Island,
except for the loggerhead ST “MARIA,” which was equipped on
board a longliner south of this island (50.05◦ E; 29.81◦ S) by a
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TABLE 1 | ST Morphometrics at release (Standard Carapace Length SCL, Curved Carapace Length CCL, body mass) and tracking parameters (Argos ID, tag
manufacturer and model) for the 11 juvenile sea turtles released from Reunion Island (55.28◦ E; 21.15◦ S), Indian Ocean.
Argos ID

Tag Manufacturer/Model

ST Species

ST Name

Date of release

CCL (cm)

SCL (cm)

Mass (kg)

65711

WC SPLASH10-344D-01

Cc.

Ilona

2019-01-09

78.5

72

69.2

65711*

–

Cc.

Fifi

2019-10-07

91.5

88

115.2

65712

–

Cc.

Brice

2019-04-02

70

85

65.8

65722

–

Cc.

Samson

2019-02-15

69

76

59.3

65723**

–

Cc.

Maria

2019-07-16

–

73

45.6

180908

WC SPLASH10-E-385A-01

Cc.

Tikaf

2019-09-30

67.7

79

58

178936

LK K2G 376D DIVE

Cc.

Tina

2019-05-21

66.4

72

47.8
42.2

178937

–

Lo.

Nesta

2019-05-02

61

64

197624

LK K2G 376E DIVE

Cc.

Tom

2020-02-19

66.9

73

57.4

197625

–

Cc.

India

2020-02-26

62

67

42.9

197982

–

Lo.

Lazarus

2020-03-02

56

61

32.6

Cc, Carretta caretta (Loggerhead); Lo, Lepidochelys olivacea (Olive Ridley); WC, Wildlife Computers; LK, Lotek. *Individual captured as juvenile but supposedly released
as a sexually mature male. **Individual released from a Portuguese longline fishing boat south of Reunion Island (50.05◦ E; 29.817◦ S) for which no CCL data was provided.

fisheries observer from the Institute of Ocean and Atmosphere
(IPMA, Olhão, Portugal). On average, the Kelonia care center
rehabilitates and releases ∼25 STs every year. Since the start of
the STORM project, in January 2019, about half of the animals
released from this center have been equipped with electronic tags
recording temperature/depth data.

at 1 h with a maximum of four acquisition attempts per hour
and high transmission priority. The use of this particular tag was
initially intended to evaluate the benefit of Fastloc technology on
data sampling (number of collected observations and location
accuracy). However, the short life time of this tag (<1 month)
did not allow us to conduct this study, which will be carried out
during the next phases of the program.
The WC tags were also set to archive all collected depth
and temperature measurements every 10 s. The data archive
was only recovered from the tag deployed on the poached
individual “ILONA” (Argos ID 65711, Table 1). The analysis of
this archive allowed to evaluate the effective Argos transmission
rate, which was estimated at ∼ one third of collected observations
(35%). WC tags were also configured to transmit histograms of
maximum depth, dive time, time-at-temperature and time-atdepth, aggregated every 3 h, with medium transmission priority.
Examples of information on ST diving behaviour that can
be deduced from such data are shown and discussed in the
Appendix for STs “BRICE” and “SAMSON”.
Argos location processing was set to use the Kalman filter
scheme (Lopez et al., 2013). Collected observations were further
processed with the “FoieGras” library (Jonsen et al., 2019) of the
R software (R Core Team, 2019) to resample ST trajectories with
a regular time step, and to predict ST locations more accurately
and at given sampling intervals (5 minutes in the present study).
A maximum travel rate of 10 m.s−1 was used to filter outliers and
a minimum time difference of 60 min between observations was
used for data to be taken into account in the state-space model.

Sea Turtle Instrumentation and Data
Processing
A key element of the STORM program is to ensure that ST
handling practices minimize negative effects on animal welfare.
As mentioned previously, none of the animal considered in this
study was intentionally captured and a particular attention was
also dedicated to tag selection. Measurements were obtained from
two types of tags (see Table 1), respectively, manufactured by the
companies “Wildlife Computer” (WC, 4 × models SPLASH10
and 1 × model SPLASH10-F) and “Lotek” (LK, 5 × model
Kiwisat K2G 376). The tags were attached to ST shells using a
two-component epoxy resin that is known to pose no threat to
the integrity of the animal (Figure 1). Each tag weights ∼200 g,
which corresponds to ∼0.3% (resp. 0.5%) of the average body
weight of loggerheads (resp. Oliver Ridley) STs considered in
this study (international conventions on the preservation of STs
allow for the use of tags up to 5% of the animal body weight).
Note that one tag (Argos ID 65711) was recovered from the
loggerhead “ILONA,” which was poached along the east coast of
Madagascar (50.19◦ E; 15.98◦ S). This tag was later redeployed on
the loggerhead “FIFI” (Table 1) and was thus used twice.
All tags have been factory calibrated by manufacturers and
are given with an accuracy of 0.2◦ for temperature and 1% for
pressure measurement. They were configured to continuously,
and simultaneously, sample bivariate time series of external
temperature and depth (from pressure) with a time step of 5 min.
The repetition rate was set at 15 s for WC tags and 45 s for LK
ones. The maximum number of messages per day was set to 500,
with priority given to the transmission of time series data. For
the one WC tag equipped with Fastloc-GPS technology (WCSPLASH10-F, Dujon et al., 2014), the sampling interval was set
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Spatial and Temporal Distribution of
ST-Borne Observations
The number of observations collected by the 11 animals between
9 January 2019 (release date of the first ST “ILONA”) and 30 April
2020 (date of the last measurements transmitted by STs “TINA,”
“INDIA,” “TOM,” and “LAZARE” at the time of compiling these
statistics1 ), is shown in Table 2.
1

Tags deployed on STs TOM and LAZARE ceased emitting in June 2020, but tags
deployed on STs TINA and INDIA are still active as of 10 August 2020.
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FIGURE 1 | Top panel: Photographs of (A) the loggerhead sea turtle “SAMSON,” which was released in April 2019 after being equipped with a WC SPLASH10 tag.
(B) SAMSON release took place in the presence of a primary school class from Reunion Island as part of the outreach program “adopt a turtle.” Bottom panel:
loggerhead and Olive Ridley turtles “TOM” (C) and “LAZARE” (D), respectively, released in February and March 2020 after being equipped with LK Kiwisat tags. The
underwater photography (D) is extracted from a documentary made by Euronews in February 2020 (https://www.euronews.com/2020/03/30/meet-theresearchers-using-sea-turtles-to-learn-more-about-cyclones).
TABLE 2 | Number of temperature observations collected by the 11 STs of the STORM program as of 30 April 2020 indicated by month (JFMAMJJASOND) and by
individual (Ndata) with total number shown in bold.
Name/Month
Ilonaa

J

F

M

A

M

J

J

A

S

O

N

D

Ndata

6,994

8,592

4,112

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

19,698

Samson

–

419

2,029

2,121

2,545

1,874

1,662

2,556

–

–

–

–

13,206

Brice

–

–

–

2,665

2,612

1,867

2,545

2,179

3,436

3,966

156

–

19,426

Nestab

–

–

–

–

1,993

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

1,993

981

579

751

1,501

4,819*

9,238*

7,540*

2,263*

512

869

1,089

1,162

30,792

Mariac

–

–

–

–

–

–

1,767

3,524

–

–

–

–

5,291

Tikafc

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

147

2,238

–

–

2,385

Tina

Fifia

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

1,157

4,208

193

5,558

Tom

–

1,130

3,210

3,003

*

*

–

–

–

–

–

–

7,343

820

4,786

2,810

*

*

*

*

–

750

728

*

*

–

–

–

–

–

–

India
Lazare

–

8,416
1,478
115,586

*Indicate tags that were still active in the following months but whose data were not taken into account in these statistics. Gray shadings indicate individuals used to
compute error statistics shown in Figure 10. a ST “ILONA” was poached less than 3 months after its release, but its tag was recovered by an international association
for the ST preservation and redeployed on ST “FIFI.” b ST “NESTA” was equipped aboard a longliner by Kelonia’s partner fishermen. c Tags were attached with a different
epoxy than others.

The lifetime of a tag is determined by the capacity of its battery,
the charge of which depends on the frequency of transmission,
but also by unexpected incidents that may affect the integrity
of the tag (or of its attachment material) as well as the animal
surfacing behavior itself. According to the parameterized daily
allocation for transmission, each tag was expected to transmit
for a period of 7–8 months. Including the tags deployed on STs
“TINA” and “INDIA,” which are still active 15 and 7 months after
being released, respectively, four of the tags did actually transmit
for more than 7 months while four have had a duration of less
than 3 months (see caption in Table 2 for actual or assumed
explanations for the shortened life of these four tags). Overall,
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the average duration of tags used during this experiment was 5.8
months (6.4 months for LK and 5.2 months for WC) and ranged
from 28 days (“NESTA”) to 480 days (“TINA”).
Approximately 115,500 depth-temperature observation pairs
(Table 2) were collected during the 16-month period (Jan 2019–
Apr 2020) analyzed in this study. As animals were released
as soon as they were rehabilitated, no season was particularly
favored. Three of the six STs released during the tropical cyclone
season (DJFMA) have however been caught in a low-pressure
tropical system (STs “TOM” and “INDIA” in TC Herold in
March 2020), or in its immediate vicinity (ST “BRICE” in TC
Kenneth in April 2019).
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FIGURE 2 | (A) Tracks of the 11 sea turtles equipped between Jan 2019 and March 2020 during the preliminary phase of the STORM project as of 30 April 2020.
(B) Location of Argo drifters (circles) and RAMA moored buoys (squares) deployed in the area (35–63◦ E; 0–33◦ S) as of 23 April 2020. Green, orange and red colors
indicate drifters that have transmitted data in the last 3, 10, and 30+ days, respectively. In (B) the gray shaded area shows the spatial distribution of the 20
loggerhead ST tracked from Reunion island during the COCA-LOCA project (Dalleau et al., 2014). Dashed black lines in (A) show latitude bands LB1 [11◦ S–20◦ S],
LB2 [3◦ S–11◦ S] and LB3 [3◦ S–7◦ N] discussed in Figures 5, 11.

of the cyclonic activity in the SWIO, is poorly equipped with
conventional oceanographic sensors with only four moored
buoys (RAMA network) and a dozen ARGO drifters active as of
23 April 2020 (Figure 2B). Many data have also been collected
in the northern hemisphere, especially between 10◦ N–20 ◦ N, by
the three individuals (“BRICE,” “SAMSON,” and “TINA”) that
managed to reach their breeding area as of 30 April 2020 (ST
“INDIA” which was located nearby the equator in late April 2020
(Figure 2A), has also reached the Persian Gulf in June).
The rough analysis of the vertical distribution of ST-borne data
(Figure 3) shows that nearly 60% (resp. 40%) of the observations
were collected in the first 20 m (resp. in the 20–100 m layer) of
the ocean. Below 120 m, data are sporadic (∼1,800, 2%) although
temperature measurements have been obtained down to a depth
of 320m. Records show a few dive depths up to 400 m (see
Figure A1 in the Appendix), but temperature has never been
recorded below 320 m. It can also be noticed that ∼60% of
the data collected in the first 20 m of the ocean were obtained
during the day, but that this proportion is reversed between
20 and 60 m, where 60% of the observations are collected at
night (14UTC-02UTC). Below 60 m data appear collected equally
during day and night.
To achieve a more precise description of the vertical
distribution of collected ST-borne data, Figure 4 shows the
absolute number of temperature observations collected within
the first 29 vertical layers of the Glo12 model (0–318 m, see

FIGURE 3 | Vertical distribution of data collected by all sea turtles between
January 2019 and April 2020. Number of observations (NDATA) between
0 and 120 m in 20 m increments at all times (dark gray) and at night (18–5,
Reunion Island Local Standard Time) only (light gray). The black line indicates
the cumulative percentage of collected data.

The trajectories of the 11 animals equipped in this study
are shown in Figure 2A. All STs evolved in an area comprised
between 25◦ N–30◦ S and 40–65◦ E, in good agreement with the
previous study of Dalleau et al. (2014), which analyzed tracking
data of ∼20 loggerhead ST released from Reunion Island during
the COCA-LOCA program (Figure 2B). About 70% of the
observations were collected in the western part of the SWIO
basin (0–30◦ S; 35–60◦ E). This region, which concentrates most
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FIGURE 4 | (A) Absolute number of observations collected by sea turtles (NDATA) between January 2019 and April 2020 within the first 29 vertical layers (0–318 m)
of Glo12 operational ocean model. The black profile shows the vertical density of the data (number.m−1 , logarithmic scale, max = 29,024) within each layer.
(B) Corresponding vertical profile of mean observed temperature with associated std values shown in gray. The corresponding model depths are shown on the right
axis (red)—see Table 3 for the actual depth of all model layers.
TABLE 3 | Depth (D, bottom of the layer) of Glo12 model levels (#).
#

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

D (m)

0.5

1.5

2.6

3.8

5.0

6.4

7.9

9.5

11.0

13.4

15.8

18.4

21.6

25.2

29.4

#

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

34.4

40.3

47.3

55.7

65.8

77.8

92,3

109

130

155

186

222

266

318

D (m)

Table 3 for actual model layer depths). Since the vertical levels
of the model are not linearly spaced, the density of observations
(number.m−1 ) within each model layer is also shown in
logarithmic scale (black curve). The number of collected data
decreases exponentially from ∼29,000 data.m−1 near the surface
to 200 data.m−1 at ∼11 m depth (model layer # 9) before
stabilizing between 11 and 40 m (model layer # 17), and rapidly
decreasing again below 100 m (model layer # 22).
Most of the measurements are collected just below the surface
(0.5–2.6 m), but a significant number of observations are also
gathered between 20 and 90 m, with a secondary peak of ∼5000
data between 30 and 35 m (model layer #16). The associated
mean vertical temperature profile (Figure 4B) suggests that these
depths correspond to the lower half of the mixed layer, whose
bottom varies between 25 and 40 m in the sampled region,
depending on geographical areas (cf. Figure 5). This layer is
therefore a rather attractive area for STs, possibly for foraging
(due to nutrient injection from colder waters below) and/or
because these depths correspond to their neutral buoyancy. The
strong temperature gradient observed near 100 m depth also
matches a clear break in the data density profile, suggesting
that STs prefer to evolve in waters warmer than 23◦ C. The
depth of 320 m also seems to represent a strong physiological
barrier for the animals (Narazaki et al., 2015) although (very)
few dives have been recorded down to almost 400 m (see
Appendix).
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EVALUATION OF SEA TURTLE
TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENTS
Example of Average Vertical
Temperature Profiles
In order to qualitatively assess the realism of temperature
structures sampled by STs, Figure 5 presents mean temperature
profiles derived from the analysis of the data collected by the ST
“SAMSON” and “BRICE” between 20◦ S and 6◦ N (∼3,000 km).
These two animals, released about 2 months apart, followed a
similar trajectory (Figure 2A), except between the equator and
5◦ N, where strong currents forced the individual “BRICE” to
change its course. Approximately ∼21/2 months were required
for individual “SAMSON” to travel the 3,000 km from Reunion
to the Gulf of Oman, compared to just over 3 months for ST
“BRICE” (which was also delayed by Tropical Cyclone Kenneth
near 10◦ S in April 2019). To account for the spatial variability of
ocean temperatures, and to ensure a relative temporal continuity,
the vertical profiles shown in Figure 5 were computed in the
three distinct latitudinal bands shown in Figure 2: 21◦ S–10◦ S,
11◦ S–3◦ S and 3◦ S–7◦ N (hereafter referred to as LB1, LB2 and
LB3, respectively).
Observed temperatures near the surface appear relatively
uniform across the whole transect, with mean values comprised
between 29.2 and 30◦ C in the first 20 m. SST is also relatively
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FIGURE 5 | Mean vertical profiles of ocean temperatures in 10 m steps, as deduced from data collected by ST SAMSON (10/02–29/04 2019) and BRICE
(7/04–10/07 2019) within latitude bands LB1 [20◦ S–11◦ S] (dash), LB2 [11◦ S–3◦ S] (plain) and LB3 [3◦ S–7◦ N] (long dash) shown in Figure 2.

uniform, although slightly higher (30◦ C) in the SCTR area (LB2)
than in the other two regions (∼29.5◦ C). Below 20 m, significant
regional differences can be seen in the vertical structure of
ocean temperature. First of all, the mixed layer depth (MLD),
identified by a strong gradient in vertical temperature profiles,
varies significantly with latitude. It averages at ∼25 m in the
southern hemisphere (27 m in LB1 and 22 m in LB2), but
deepens to 40 m in the trans-equatorial area (LB3). The rate
of temperature decrease in the OML is fairly uniform in the
three regions, but also changes subsequently underneath. It is
thus relatively slow in the LB3 zone, with a temperature of 26◦ C
at 100 m depth (∼−5◦ C/100 m), but increases significantly in
the two northernmost areas to reach ∼−8.5◦ C/100 m in LB1
(22.8◦ C at 100 m depth) and ∼−11◦ C/100 m in LB2 (21.5◦ C at
100 m depth). The differences on either side of the SCTR (LB2)
are expected and reflect the existence of strong upwelling and a
shallow thermocline in the SCTR region (Hermes and Reason,
2008, 2009). The potential capability of sea turtles to capture the
spatial variability of the mixed layer and thermocline, which has
important impacts on the Indian summer monsoon (Annamalai
et al., 2005) and tropical cyclone activity (Xie et al., 2002) in this
part of the world, is particularly encouraging.

for individual “BRICE” (Figure 6B, position/time difference of
∼124 km/3 days), in March 2019 for individual “SAMSON”
(Figure 6C, position/time difference of ∼68 km/2 days) and in
April 2020 for individual “INDIA” (Figure 6D, position/time
difference of ∼73 km/6 days).
Given the limited spatial and temporal variability of tropical
oceans under normal conditions (i.e., in the absence of tropical
cyclone) over distances (resp. periods) of a few tens of km
(resp. days), imperfect collocation of ARGO/ST observations
is expected to have limited impact on temperature data
comparisons. Thus, it can be seen that ST and ARGO temperature
measurements are generally in good agreement at the four
considered times/locations. Small discrepancies can nevertheless
be observed in the first 50–60 m of the ocean in the SCTR
region (Figure 6C), possibly due to a strong oceanic response
to atmospheric forcing during the period considered. A 1.5◦ C
variability in ST-borne measured SST is also observed in the
intertropical zone (Figure 6D), which may partly reflect the
diurnal cycle of SST, estimated at 0.5–1.5 K in the tropics by Yang
and Slingo (2001).

Comparison With ARGO Drifter Data

Another possibility to assess the accuracy of SST temperature
observations is to compare ST-borne observations with
spaceborne measurements.
Current SST observations rely primarily on the use of
radiometric sensors deployed on board scrolling (e.g., METOPs)
or geostationary (e.g., MSG) Earth observation satellites. These
data generally consist of a combination of observations collected
by radiometric sensors operating in the thermal infrared and/or
microwave range—infrared sensors are more accurate than
microwave sounders but are very sensitive to the presence
of clouds. To date, there are a dozen operational satellite
SST products available to the research community with spatial
resolutions ranging from 0.01◦ to 0.5◦ . In the following, ST-borne
SST data collected at or just below the sea surface are compared

Comparison With Satellite SST
Measurements

In order to quantitatively evaluate the temperature
measurements provided by STs, a comparison with ARGO
profiler data, whose quality is well-established, can be particularly
instructive. As shown in the previous section, however, the
limited spatial and temporal resolution of the ARGO profiling
network within the area of evolution of ST considered in
this project (see Figure 2B) makes direct comparisons with
ARGO temperature data difficult. Hence, we could only find
four opportunities for such comparisons during the first 16
months of the STORM program (Figure 6, see caption for
details on locations, dates and procedures for temperature profile
comparisons): in June 2019 for individual “TINA” (Figures 6A,
position/time difference of ∼33 km/15 days), in April 2019
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FIGURE 6 | Comparison of various ST-borne (square), ARGO (red) and Glo12 (blue dotted) temperature profiles in the SWIO basin on (A) 19 June 2019, (B) 26 April
2019, (C) 31 March 2019 and (D) 4 April 2020 (see details at the top and bottom of each sub-panel for information on the date, reference and location of the
profiles). Temperature profiles derived from ARGO and Glo12 are both spatially and temporally localized, while ST profiles consist of aggregated temperature
measurements over a 12–18-h period at the nearest ARGO positions within a 3–14-day interval.

resolution of 0.05◦ × 0.05◦ /1 h. OSI-206-a is an operational
product, released in February 2018, which provides SST data
over the Atlantic and Western Indian Oceans (60 S–60 N; 60
W–60 E) from the SEVIRI imager on the Meteosat second
generation (MSG-) 11 satellite at 0◦ longitude (OSI/SAF, 2018b).
OSI-IO-SST is a demonstration product released in March 2017
that provides SST data over the Indian Ocean (60 S–60 N,
19.5 W–101.5 E), derived from MSG-8 measurements at 41.5◦
longitude (OSI/SAF, 2018a). These two datasets are therefore
based on independent observations, but use similar inversion
methods. All three products have a target accuracy of 0.5◦ C (Std
of 1◦ C).
In the following, all in-situ data collected between the surface
and 51 cm depth (to be consistent with the analysis presented in
the next section) are considered as SST observations. In order
to discard potentially erroneous satellite observations due to
imperfect atmospheric corrections in coastal areas (Brewin et al.,
2017), ST-borne and satellite SSTs collected within 30 km of the
coast are excluded from this analysis. After application of this
land-sea mask, the ST dataset contains 38,900 data for OSTIA

to three sets of subskin satellite SST products : (i) the lowresolution (0.25◦ ) OSTIA (Operational Sea Surface Temperature
and Ice Analysis) dataset, operationally produced by the United
Kingdom Met-Office, and (ii) two versions of the high-resolution
(0.05◦ ) OSI-SAF (Satellite Application Facility on Ocean and
Sea Ice) dataset, produced by the French Meteorological Service
Météo-France.
The level 4 OSTIA diurnal SST product is based on the United
Kingdom Met Office system (Donlon et al., 2012) and distributed
by CMEMS2 . It contains global hourly mean SST data at 0.25◦
× 0.25◦ horizontal resolution derived from in-situ and spaceborne infra-red radiometer observations. It uses radiometric data
collected by more than 10 satellites (e.g., MSG, GOES, MetOpA) provided by the Group for High-Resolution Sea Surface
Temperature (GHRSST, Martin et al., 2012).
OSI-SAF products used in this study are distributed by the
EUMETCAST Data Centre3 and are available at a space-time
2
3

Data can be downloaded at https://marine.copernicus.eu.
Data can be downloaded at http://www.osi-saf.org.
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FIGURE 7 | Histogram (left panel) and scatterplot (right panel) of differences between SST data collected by STs (SSTST ) and inferred from the satellite products:
(A,B) OSTIA (SSTOSTIA ), (C,D) OSI-SAF 206a (SSTOSI−ATL ), and (E,F) OSI-SAF IO (SSTOSI−IO ), between January 2019–April 2020. Colors in subpanels (B,D) and
f indicate the depth of collected ST measurements between 0 and 0.51 m (color scale to the right). The red line in (A–D) corresponds to the 1:1 line.

is also rather low and, again, generally uniform across all
temperature ranges.
These values are in good agreement with the maximum
margin of error expected for both ST-borne (0.2◦ ) and
satellite (0.5◦ ± 1◦ ) measurements, which attests to
the good accuracy of both in situ and remotely sensed
measurements in the area of evolution of STs. It should
also be noted that considering ST data collected precisely
at or slightly below the ocean surface (i.e., down to 0.51
m) does not affect comparisons with satellite subskin SST
data. The dispersion thus remains the same regardless
of the depth of the ST measurements (see colors in
Figures 7B,D,F).

and 37,940 data for OSI-SAF, respectively. The results of these
comparisons are shown in Figure 7.
Overall, SST data collected by ST vary between 20◦ and 32◦ C
throughout the domain. Error statistics show that SST satellite
data are, on the whole, very close to the ST-borne measurements
although a slight systematic underestimation can be noticed for
each of these three products with respect to ST data.
The comparison of ST-borne SST measurement against
OSI-SAF operational (Figures 7C,D, OSI-ATL) and
demonstration (Figures 7E,F, OSI-IO) products gives
similar results, with a bias of ∼−0.12◦ C (Std 0.59◦ C) for
OSI-IO compared to −0.06◦ C (Std 0.72◦ C) for OSI-ATL.
The errors follow a Gaussian distribution for both products,
but the distribution appears slightly biased toward negative
values for OSI-IO (Figure 7E). The dispersion, which
remains relatively uniform across all temperature ranges,
is however slightly lower for the demonstration product
(Figure 7F) than for the operational one (Figure 7D).
For the OSTIA dataset (Figure 7A), the errors also follow
a normal distribution (bias/std of ∼−0.05◦ /0.52◦ ). The
magnitude of the errors is slightly smaller than that of the
OSI-SAF products, probably due to the lower resolution of
this dataset (0.25◦ vs. 0.05◦ ). The dispersion (Figure 7B)
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EVALUATION OF GLO12 TEMPERATURE
FORECASTS IN THE WESTERN
TROPICAL INDIAN OCEAN
Model Data
In this Section, ST-borne data are used to evaluate temperature
forecasts from Mercator-Ocean 1/12◦ global operational model
Glo12, based on the Nucleus for European Modeling of
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FIGURE 8 | As in Figure 7, but for (A) Histogram and (B) scatterplot of differences between SST collected by STs (SSTST ) and forecasted with Glo12 (SSTNEMO ).

FIGURE 9 | As in Figure 7, but for (A) Histogram and (B) scatterplot of differences between Glo12 (TNEMO ) and ST (TST ) temperature between 0 and 320 m depth.

the Ocean (NEMO) OGCM. NEMO is a state-of-the-art
community modeling framework for research and forecasting
in ocean and climate science, developed by a European
consortium (Madec et al., 2019). The Glo12 forecast model
version 3 is based on version 3.1 of NEMO and is notably
used by Mercator-Ocean to provide ocean forecast products
to CMEMS as part of the European Earth observation
program Copernicus. It uses an ORCA grid type of 1/12◦
(∼0.08◦ ), with 50 vertical levels whose resolution decreases
from 0.51 m at the surface to 450 m at the bottom
(see Table 3 for the depth of Glo12 first 29 levels). In
the tropics, Glo12 assimilates satellite altimetry and SST
observations, such as the OSTIA product presented in section
“Example of Average Vertical Temperature Profiles,” as well
as in situ observations such as ARGO, mooring buoy data
and vessel-based observations, among others. More details
on this model can be found in Lellouche et al. (2018).
The Glo12 temperature data used in this study are available
on an hourly basis for SST and every 6 h for all other
depth levels4 .

Assessment of Modeled SST
Comparisons between ST-borne SST data and Glo12
forecasts over the 16-month analysis period are shown
in Figure 8. This analysis uses all data collected between
the surface and 51 cm (corresponding to the bottom of
the first model layer) over the period January 9, 2019
to April 23, 2020. In-situ temperature observations are
interpolated to the model grid and averaged over a
period of ±30 min around the round hour in each grid
cell of the model.
The comparison between in-situ and modeled SST shows
good agreement over the domain and period of analysis
considered. The resulting bias (0.09◦ C) and standard deviation
(0.67◦ C) errors are quite small and the dispersion is relatively
uniform (Figure 8B), except in the range 24–28◦ C where it
appears to be slightly larger. The error distribution follows
a centered Gaussian distribution (Figure 8A) slightly
biased toward positive values (higher model temperatures
compared to ST measurements). Such an agreement is
not surprising since OSTIA SST data are assimilated in
the Glo12 model to constrain model temperatures at
the surface (Gasparin et al., 2018). As we will see later,
forecasts of subsurface temperature, where no satellite
data and few in-situ observations are available, however
show larger errors.

4

Available from CMEMS at https://resources.marine.copernicus.eu/?option=
com_csw&task=results?option=com_csw&view=details&product_id=GLOBAL_
ANALYSIS_FORECAST_PHY_001_024.
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Evaluation of In-Depth Modeled
Temperatures
Figure 9 shows comparisons between ST-borne temperature
observations and Glo12 forecasts at depths comprised between
0 and 320 m. In-situ data are interpolated to the model grid and
averaged over a period of ±3 h, every 6 h and within each grid cell.
Overall, the dispersion (Figure 9B) is greater than that
observed for SST (Figure 8B). With the exception of the lowest
temperatures (<20◦ C), it is nevertheless relatively uniform and
evenly distributed on both sides of the 1:1 line. However, the
sign of temperature differences varies significantly with depth.
Within the first 25 m (yellow dots in Figure 9B), the model tends
to overestimate ocean temperatures, with maximum differences
being observed for temperatures in the 25–30◦ C interval. From
a depth of 50 m (green color), this trend reverses and suggests
an underestimation of model temperatures compared to in-situ
observations, which grows as depth increases (>150 m, blue
color). This trend is also found in the distribution of temperature
differences (Figure 9A), which shows a Gaussian distribution
biased toward negative values.
Figure 10A provides additional insight into the performance
of Glo12 in-depth temperature forecasts in the tropical Indian
Ocean. In this analysis, data collected within the area [20◦ S–
15◦ N] (see ST considered in Table 2) are compared to Glo12
temperature predictions for the first 26 levels of the model [the
limited amount of ST data available below 155 m (red curve
in Figure 10A) does not allow to extend this comparison to
lower model levels].
Analysis of the vertical profile of the mean bias error [TNEMO –
TST , black curve)] shows excellent agreement within the first 35
m (16 first model layers). Within this layer, which more or less
corresponds to the depth of the OML in this area (Figure 5),
the bias is close to zero. Below 35 m, it does however increase
rapidly to reach nearly −1.2◦ at a depth of 155 m. The associated
root mean square (RMS) error (gray curve) also tends to increase
more or less linearly with depth, from 0.7◦ C at the surface to
1.6◦ at 155 m.
These results are qualitatively consistent with Glo12 forecast
verification scores performed since 2008 in the tropical Indian
Ocean. As shown in Figure 10B, the comparison of Glo12
temperature forecasts against conventional in-situ observations
(ARGO, RAMA, drifting surface buoys, ship measurements)
hence shows a systematic increase of the RMS error starting from
30 m downwards. The error is maximized near 100 m before
decreasing rapidly beyond 140 m. The vertical distribution of
the RMS error is probably related to an excessive diffusion of
the model, which prevent it from keeping the thermocline, and
associated temperature gradients, at the correct depth (∼100
m on average at the basin scale). Once past the thermocline,
the temperature variation is, however, significantly reduced,
mitigating the impact of the diffusion. From a quantitative
standpoint, one can note that the RMS error computed from
ST observations (Figure 10A) is higher than that estimated
from conventional in-situ data. Such difference can be possibly
explained by the sizes of the comparison domains [(20◦ S–
15◦ N; 40–60◦ E) in Figure 10A vs. (30◦ S–30◦ N; 40–120◦ E) in
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FIGURE 10 | (A) bias (black curve) and RMS (gray curve) errors between
Glo12 temperature forecasts and ST-observations as a function of model level
(left axis)/depth (right axis) in the W tropical Indian Ocean (20◦ S–15◦ N;
40◦ E–60◦ E). The red curve indicates the number of model grid points
considered in the analysis at each level (x-axis × 1,000). (B) Time series of
operational RMS error estimates against all available in-situ temperature
observations in the tropical Indian ocean (30◦ S–30◦ N; 40◦ E–120◦ E).

Figure 10B] as well as from the higher space-time distribution
(and number) of ST observations.
This overall tendency nevertheless shows significant
variability when areas and time periods are considered
independently. As shown in Figure 7, the comparisons of Glo12
temperature forecast against ARGO and ST observations show
different model performance depending on the location/period
considered. In order to further investigate this issue, Figure 11
shows comparisons (scatterplots) of temperature data collected
by STs “SAMSON” and “BRICE” and predicted by Glo12 in the
latitude bands (7◦ N–3◦ S) (LB1), (3◦ S–11◦ S) (LB2), and (11◦ S–
20◦ S) (LB3), already considered in Figure 5. As mentioned
above, these two individuals, released at about 2-month intervals,
followed an almost identical trajectory between Reunion Island
and 5◦ N (Figure 2). In each of the three geographical areas
considered, ST observations were collected over periods of 4–6
weeks, separated by about one and a half months.
The data collected by the individual “SAMSON” were
obtained during the second half of the summer season (midFebruary–end of April). Overall, one notes a systematic
underestimation of model predicted temperatures in the
three geographical areas, which tends to become more
pronounced as depth increases [mean differences between
models and observations of −0.27◦ /−0.4◦ and −0.5◦ in LB1
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FIGURE 11 | Scatterplots of temperature data collected by STs (TST ) SAMSON (left panel) and BRICE (right panel) and forecasted by Glo12 (TNEMO ) within latitude
bands (A,B) (3◦ S–7◦ N), (C,D) (3◦ S–11◦ S), and (E,F) (11◦ S–20◦ S) shown in Figure 2. The associated mean longitude and comparison period are given on top of
each panel.

(Figure 11A) for D1 (<25 m), D2 (25–50 m), and D3 (>50
m), respectively; −0.1◦ (D1)/−0.13◦ (D2) and −0.5◦ (D3)
in LB2 (Figure 11C); −0.12◦ (D1)/−0.3◦ (D2) and −0.8◦
(D3) in LB3 (Figure 11E)]. Comparisons made in these
same areas from data collected by ST “BRICE” toward the
end/beginning of the summer/autumn seasons (mid-April–midJuly) nevertheless show different results. In the trans-equatorial
zone (LB1, Figure 11B), Glo12 tends to overestimate ocean
temperatures above 50 m [(+0.24◦ (D1)/+0.28◦ (D2)], but
shows a significant underestimation below 50 m (−1.1◦ ). This
tendency is also observed in the SCTR region (LB2, Figure 11D)
with mean differences between model and observations of
+0.2◦ (D1)/+0.5◦ (D2) and −0.5◦ (D3). In the southernmost
region (LB3, Figure 11F) these figures are, however, similar
to those obtained in summer [+0.2◦ (D1)/+0.5◦ (D2) and
–0.7◦ (D3)].
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Although the amount of data used in this analysis is clearly
not sufficient to draw strong conclusions on the performance
of Glo12 at the regional and seasonal scales, these results
suggest a strong seasonal and spatial dependence of the model
performance, especially in the first 50 m of the ocean. In
contrast, the model’s tendency to significantly underestimate
ocean temperatures below 50 m appears systematic and is broadly
consistent with the global figures presented in Figure 10.

CONCLUSIONS, DISCUSSION AND
PERSPECTIVES
The exploratory measurements collected during the first phase
of the STORM project (January 2019–June 2020) aimed to
assess the capabilities of ST’s equipped with environmental
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FIGURE 12 | Location of STs “INDIA” (green symbol) and “TOM” (yellow symbol) during the cyclogenesis and intensification phases of tropical cyclone Herold (NE of
Madagascar), superimposed on AQUA-TERRA satellite images at (A) 13, (B) 15, and (C) 16 April 2020 at 9, 10, and 9 UTC, respectively.

to both study the properties and variability of tropical oceans
and improve research on ocean dynamics and climate change.
Such capability is notably key in the SWIO as the strong air-sea
interactions prevailing in the SCTR region create thermocline
disturbances that can influence the climate system throughout
the basin and possibly beyond (Manola et al., 2015).
These encouraging results have led us to carry on with this
experiment and to build an ambitious program, based on the
instrumentation of several dozen animals released throughout
the SWIO basin. In this respect, the next steps of the STORM
program will be carried out in two phases aiming, on the one
hand, to assess the possibility of collecting large datasets over
very short and targeted periods and, on the other hand, to
extend the collection of observations transmitted by STs to the
whole SWIO basin.
The second phase will begin in mid-November 2020 with
the objective of assessing the capacity of the ST to collect
observations in the vicinity of tropical cyclones during the
2020–2021 warm season (November-April). To this end, a
dozen animals equipped, for the first time in this project,
with CTD (conductivity/temperature/depth) sensors, will be
released from Reunion Island at very short time intervals
(10 days) within a period of about 3 months. This new
experimental strategy will make it possible to increase both
the temporal continuity, the number and the space-time
distribution of the observations collected by STs, as well as
the probability of intercepting a tropical cyclone. The results
obtained during the preliminary phase of STORM have indeed
demonstrated the ability of ST to collect ocean temperature data
in close proximity to tropical low-pressure systems developing
in the SWIO basin. In April 2019, the individual “BRICE”
was or instance trapped for several days in the immediate
vicinity of TC Kenneth during its cyclogenesis and initial
intensification phases, while the individuals “TOM” and “INDIA”
evolved in the immediate vicinity of TC Herold in April
2020. In the latter case, ST “INDIA” remained stuck for
several days within 10–50 km of the storm center, while
ST “TOM” evolved a few hundred km east of the storm
(Figure 12). Since satellites are unable to collect reliable

tags to sample the thermal properties of the western tropical
Indian Ocean. Although based on a limited dataset (11 sea
turtles, ∼115,000 observations), the preliminary results obtained
during this experiment confirms the quality of temperature
observations provided by ST and clearly shows potential
for ocean monitoring and forecasting in this tropical area.
Comparisons of temperature profiles collected by STs with
measurements from co-located ARGO drifting buoys are in
good agreement at all sampling depths (0–250 m), while
comparisons with various SST satellite products fall within
the expected uncertainties with a slight overestimation of STderived temperature data of ∼0.2◦ ± 1◦ . The comparison of
ST-borne surface and subsurface temperature observations with
Glo12 ocean model forecasts also demonstrated the potential
of such in-situ data to assess the performance of ocean models
in this relatively poorly instrumented area. Although more
consistent datasets are needed to implement a robust, long-term,
verification strategy, ST data collected in 2019 and 2020 have
shown the good performance of GLO12 surface and subsurface
(<50 m) temperature forecasts, with a mean bias error (resp.
RMS) between −0.5◦ C and +0.5◦ C (resp. 0–1.5◦ C). A potentially
large spatial and seasonal variability is also suggested and will be
studied in more detail in the future. At lower depths, the model
is also shown to significantly underestimates ocean temperatures,
as already observed from global operational assessments carried
out at basin scale.
A particularly striking result of this study is related to the
ability of ST to collect large amount of data in the upper 100 m of
the ocean, a depth that more or less correspond to the maximum
depth of the mixed layer in tropical oceans (Chu and Fan, 2010).
By separating the atmosphere from the deep ocean, the mixed
layer modulates the exchange of energy and mass between these
two environments (Dong et al., 2008). A better knowledge of
these exchanges is key to further understand the processes that
drive the life cycle of low-pressure tropical weather systems as
well as the impacts of climate events on the marine ecosystem.
The possibility of using ST-borne observations to identify the
thickness of the OML (aka MLD) is thus a very important result
that demonstrates the potential of animal-borne observations
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be carried out in order to optimize, and ultimately improve,
animal-borne measurements.
Finally, the very recent decision of the Executive Committee
of the GOOS Observations Coordination Group (OCG) to create
the new sub-network “Animal Borne Ocean Sensors” (AniBOS)
opens up new perspectives in terms of biology and oceanographic
applications. By offering the possibility to disseminate high
quality/frequency observations of physical oceanographic data
in a standardized manner, AniBoS will significantly expand the
use of biologging data for research and operational applications.
In this respect, another important objective of STORM will be
to ensure that collected ST datasets will be widely distributed
to the ocean science community. Applications envisaged in the
medium-term concern, in particular, the assimilation of ST-borne
temperature and salinity observations into global and regional
ocean models, as well as the provision of consolidated in-situ
temperature and salinity observation datasets for satellite and
ocean model verification in the tropical IO.

ocean measurements in cloudy conditions, these observations,
which are currently being analyzed, could be very useful in
assessing the response of ocean temperature to TCs (Dare
and McBride, 2011). In this regard, the primary objectives of
this new experiment will be to estimate the recovery time of
ocean heat content under cyclonic conditions as well as to
assess the ability of ocean models to predict the intensity and
spatial extent of cooling in the wake and vicinity of TCs (e.g.,
Mogensen et al., 2017).
The third phase of STORM, to be funded by the EU under the
INTERREG-V Indian Ocean program, should start in June 2021
and will consist of continuously releasing ∼60–70 ST over a 2year period at different locations in the basin. This experiment,
made possible through the involvement of six regional marine
reservations in Seychelles (SE), Mozambique (MZ), Reunion
(FR), Comoros (CO), and Terres Australes et Antarctiques
Françaises (TAAF), will enable the collection of a unique set of
high spatial and temporal resolution temperature and salinity
data over most of the SWIO basin. In addition to open
ocean areas, which have been the subject of previous STORM
observation campaigns, this new phase will make it possible to
also collect observations in the Mozambique Channel, a region
where in situ observations are quite scarce. The continuous and
regular release of STs during a period of 2 years will allow
assessing the capability of ST-borne observations to capture the
variability of the tropical Indian Ocean (e.g., seasonal and spatial
variations of temperature and salinity) as well as to anticipate
the onset of large-scale climate anomalies (e.g., Indian Ocean
Dipole, Southern Indian Ocean Dipole, SOD) that drive ocean
dynamics in this area.
In the present experiment, a high priority was given to the
collection of 5-m time series of depth and temperature data. The
knowledge and experience gained during the first phase of the
program will be used to refine the acquisition procedures as well
as to better manage the necessary trade-offs between coverage,
temporal resolution and transmitted information, resulting from
limited Argos message size and limited battery capacity. In the
next phases of STORM, more attention will therefore be devoted
to tag programming in order to better exploit their capabilities.
For example, a particularly interesting capability of the WC (and
other advanced) tags, which was not used in this study, lies
in their ability to reconstruct and transmit high-resolution (16points) mean vertical profiles of depth and temperature over
periods of 1 hour, which will be extremely useful for model
verification purposes and general ocean studies.
During the forthcoming phases of the STORM project,
efforts will also be done to carefully calibrate and intercalibrate
hydrographic data obtained from the different tags to be deployed
on sea turtles. SMRU tags, whose measurements have been
thoroughly analyzed and calibrated when deployed on marine
mammals (e.g. Siegelman et al., 2019), will for instance be
used as references for intercalibration purposes. This work will
be coordinated with AniBOS, the GOOS network on Animal
Borne Ocean Sensors (see below). Efforts will also be done to
improve profile positioning accuracy, which could be achieved
using the newest version of the FoieGras software (Jonsen
et al., 2020). Closer interactions with tag manufacturers will also
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APPENDIX
Diving Behavior of STs Brice and Samson
In addition to the time series of depth/temperature data used in this study, additional products such as histograms of “time at depth,”
“time at temperature,” “minimum and maximum dive depth,” and “dive duration” over user-defined bins and time periods can also
be obtained from WC tags to investigate the diving behavior of instrumented animals. Information derived from such histogram
data is presented hereafter to provide general information on the diving behavior of STs SAMSON and BRICE over approximately
7 months (February 15–August 30 2019 vs. April 2–October 31 2019, respectively). The two animals shared approximately the same
morphometric characteristics (see Table 1) and crossed the Indian Ocean a few months apart while following the same trajectory until
they crossed the equator (Figure 2).
Nine hundred eighty-four (resp. 892) histograms containing diving data aggregated over periods of 3 h have been transmitted by ST
BRICE (resp. SAMSON), which represents an accumulated time period of ∼123 (resp. 112) days. This number of files correspond to
∼58% (resp. 56%) of the theoretical number that would be expected assuming an Argos transmission efficiency of 100%. The summary
of diving data is given in Table A1. Note that because the tags used in this study were setup to only record dives deeper than 10m, the
number of recorded dives is incomplete and is thus not representative of the true diving behavior of the animals.
Recorded data (Table A1) show that ST BRICE (resp. SAMSON) made 7,637 (resp. 5,943) dives >10 m over its 7-month (resp.
6.5-month) sampling period. These figures indicate that ST BRICE made about 30% more dives below 10m than ST SAMSON (62 vs.
53 dives/day on average). SAMSON’s dives, however, lasted longer (30 vs. 24 min) and were also 15% deeper (43 vs. 38 m) on average.
Data also indicate that ST BRICE made significantly more deep dives (>100 m) than ST SAMSON. This behavior appears more clearly
in Figure A1, which shows time series of maximum depth data recorded during the sampling period of both animals. According to
these records, the diving behavior of these two STs thus appears rather different. While diving behavior is generally animal-dependent,
the distinct environmental conditions encountered by the two animals during their journey toward the Gulf of Oman have also likely
impacted on both animal diving habits.
TABLE A1 | Diving behavior of sea turtles SAMSON and BRICE. Number of recorded dives >10 m classified by depth layers.
Depth (m)

Number of recorded dives
10–20

20–30

30–50

50–80

80–100

100–150

150–200

200–250

250–300

>300

Total

Mean
depth (m)

Mean
duration
(min)

Samson (15/02–30/08
2019)

1,930

482

710

2,328

328

64

71

11

12

7

5,943

43.46

30.46

Brice (02/04–31/10
2019)

4,298

574

601

1,379

480

117

122

24

30

12

7,637

38.71

25.6

The average dive depth and duration computed from the 5,943 (SAMSON) and 7,637 (BRICE) dives recorded between 15 Feb–30 Aug (SAMSON) and 2 Apr–31 Oct
(BRICE) is also indicated for both animals.
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FIGURE A1 | Time series of daily maximum dive depths (>10 m) for STs SAMSON (left panel, 15 Feb–30 Aug) and BRICE (right panel, 2 Apr–31 Oct). The position in
latitude of the two animals at the beginning of each month is indicated on the top of each panel.
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